We suggest a principle of intelligibility for complex networks accordingly to which any global characteristic relevant a node in a complex network (e.g. it's centrality, it's accessibility from other nodes, etc.) scales with its local property (degree).
Introduction
The global challenges of sustainable development today are calling for developing a quantitative theory of urban organization. The density of urban environments relates directly to the need to travel within them. Good quality of itineraries and transport connections is a necessary condition for continually accelerating the rate of innovations necessary to avoid stagnation and collapse of a city.
Studies of urban networks have a long history. Many researches have been devoted to the improving of transport routes, the optimization of power grids, and the pedestrian movement surveys. In most of investigations, the relationships between certain components of the urban textures are often measured along streets and routes considered as edges of a planar graph, while the traffic end points and street junctions are treated as nodes. Such a primary graph representation of urban networks is based on relations between junctions through the segments of streets. Being embedded into the geographical and economic landscapes, the planar primary graphs bear their multiple fingerprints. On the contrary, in another graph representation of urban networks known as dual, relations between streets are traced through their junctions. Streets within that are treated as nodes while their intersections are considered as edges. The encoding of cities into non-planar dual graphs which pertain to complex networks by virtue of their topologically non-trivial structure, [Figueiredo:2007] et al.
Dual city graphs are extensively investigated within the concept of space syntax, a theory developed in the late 1970s, that seeks to reveal the mutual effects of complex spatial urban networks on society and vice versa, [Hillier:1984 , Hillier:1999 . Space syntax proves its usefulness for the planning and redevelopment of certain districts in many cities around the world, the designing of commercial centres, museums, hospitals, offices, and service facilities where easy way-finding is a significant issue.
In space syntax theory, built environments are treated as systems of spaces subjected to a configuration analysis. Being relevant to neither geographic distances nor other physical space constraints, the dual city graphs are removed from the physical space in favour of the space of human perception and navigation ability. Spatial perception that shapes peoples understanding of how a place is organized determines eventually the pattern of local movement, [Hillier:1999] .
The surprising accuracy of predictions of human behaviour in cities based on the purely topological analysis of different urban street layouts within the space syntax approach attracts meticulous attention [Penn:2001] . In the present paper, we address this problem.
Network Equilibrium and City Space Syntax
The concept of equilibrium, the condition of a system in which all competing influences are balanced, is a key theoretical element in any branch of science. The notion of traffic equilibrium had been introduced by J.G. Wardrop [Wardrop:1952] and then generalized by [Beckmann:1956] et al to a fundamental concept of network equilibrium with many potential applications such as the establishing of rigorous mathematical foundations for the analysis of congested transport networks.
Wardrop's traffic equilibrium [Wardrop:1952] is strongly tied to city space syntax since it is required that while attaining the equilibrium all travellers have enough knowledge of the transport network they use. However, because of the complexity of traffic situation in the network, the route choice decisions taken by travellers are not always objectively optimal. Since the exploration of spatial networks is achieved by accumulating experiences for a long time, it is obviously impossible to reach the Wardrop equilibrium in practice [Zhiwei:1994] . However, there is another link between the traffic equilibrium and space syntax which has never been discussed in the literature.
Given a connected undirected graph G(V, E), in which V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges, we can define the traffic volume f : E → (0, ∞[ through every edge e ∈ E. It then follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see [Horn:1990] et al) that a linear equation
has a unique positive solution f (e) > 0, for every edge e ∈ E, for a fixed positive constant h > 0 and a chosen set of positive metric length distances ℓ(e) > 0. This solution is naturally identified with the traffic equilibrium state of the transport network defined on G, in which the permeability of edges depends upon their lengths. The parameter h is called the volume entropy of the graph G, while the volume of G is defined as the sum
Let us define the degree of a node v ∈ V , as the number of neighbours it is adjacent in G, deg(v) = k v . It has been shown in [Lim:2005] that among all undirected connected graphs of normalized volume, Vol(G) = 1, which are not a cycle and does not contain terminal vertices (dead-ends), the minimal possible value of the volume entropy,
is attained for the entropy minimizing length distances
where i(e) ∈ V and t(e) ∈ V are the initial and terminal vertices of the edge e ∈ E respectively. It is then obvious that (3) and (4) being substituted into (1) change the operator exp (−h ℓ(e)) to a symmetric Markov transition operator,
which rather describes random walks on edges than on nodes. First, the latter equation unveils the essential importance of dual graph representations for establishing the equilibrium properties of transport networks. Second, it reveals the indispensable role Markov's chain processes play in the traffic modelling. Third, it exposes the local connectivity of nodes as a key determinant of the global properties of transport networks.
Connectivity of City Space Syntax
Connectivity defined in space syntax theory as the number of open spaces (streets and squares) adjacent directly to a given space in a city [Klarqvist:1993] is a local characteristic quantifying how well the node (say, a street) is connected to others in the dual graph representation of an urban pattern. In graph theory, the space syntax connectivity corresponds to the degree of a node. The degree distribution, the probability that a node i selected at random among all nodes of G has exactly k neighbours,
has become an important concept describing the topology of complex networks. It originates from the study of random graphs by Erdös and Rényi, [Erdos:1959] et al. The degree distribution is a common way of classifying graphs into categories such as random graphs [Newman:2001] et al and scale-free networks [Barabasi:2004] .
Figure 1: [Volchenkov:2007a] et al: The probability degree statistics for the dual graph of Manhattan (the log-log plot). The number of streets in Manhattan, N P (k), (displayed by circles) versus the number k of junctions they have. The solid line is for the cumulative probability degree distribution N P(k).
It has been reported in [Jiang:2004 , Volchenkov:2007a et al that under the street-name identification principle the dual graphs exhibit small-world character, but scale-free degree statistics can hardly be recognized. In general, compact city patterns do not provide us with the data sufficient to conclude on the universality of degree statistics. To give an example, we display in Fig. 1 the log-log plot of the number of streets NP (k) in Manhattan vs. the number of their junctions k. These numbers are displayed by points. The solid line stands for the cumulative distribution,
. It is remarkable that the probability degree distributions for dual graphs built with regard to the street-name identification principle are broad indicating that streets can cross different numbers of other streets in a compact urban pattern. These distributions usually have a clearly noticeable maximum corresponding to the most probable number of junctions an average street has in the city. The long right tail (fat tail) of the distribution could decay even faster then a power law since there is just a few "broadways," embankments, and belt roads crossing many more streets than an average street in the city, [Volchenkov:2007a] et al. This conclusion has been supported by [Figueiredo:2007] et al suggested that the urban connectivity distributions are scale-dependent.
Scaling and Universality in City Space Syntax
In urban studies, scaling and universality have been found with a remarkable regularity. The evolution of social and economic life in cities increases with the population size: wages, income, growth domestic product, bank deposits, as well as rates of invention, measured by new patents and employment in creative sectors scale super-linearly, over different years and nations with statistically consistent exponents [Florida:2004] . The probable reason for such a similarity is that highly complex, self-sustaining structures, whether cells, organisms, or cities constitute of an immense numbers of units being organized in a form of self-similar hierarchical branching networks, which grow with the size of the organism [Enquist:1998] 
et al.
A universal social dynamic underlying the scaling phenomena observed in cities implies that an increase in productive social opportunities, both in number and quality, leads to quantifiable changes in individual behaviours of humans in a city integrating them into a complex dynamical network [Macionis:1998] 
The famous rank-size distribution of city sizes over many countries is known as Zipf 's Law. If we calculate the natural logarithm of the city rank in some countries and of the city size (measured in terms of its population) and then plot the resulting data in a diagram, we obtain a remarkable linear pattern with the slope of the line equals −1 (or +1, if cities have been ranked in the ascending order), [Soo:2002] . Similar rank distributions for the values of the space syntax measures quantifying the centrality of nodes in the dual graph representations of the several compact urban patterns have been recently reported by us in [Volchenkov:2007b] agrams for the rank-centrality distributions have been calculated for the dual graph representations of two German organic medieval cities founded shortly after the Crusades and developed within the medieval fortresses (Rothenburg ob der Tauber in Bavaria and the downtown of Bielefeld, nowadays the biggest city of Eastern Westphalia), the street grid in Manhattan (a borough of New York City with an almost regular grid-like city plan), and two city canal networks, in Amsterdam (binding to the delta of the Amstel river, forming a dense canal web exhibiting a high degree of radial symmetry) and in Venice (that stretches across 122 small islands between which the canals serve the function of roads), within the same frame. It is worth to mention that no matter how the centrality level was estimated, the data from all centrality indicators demonstrate a surprising universality being fitted perfectly with the linear pattern, (with the slope of the line equals 1).
An example is given in Fig. 2 where we have presented the Rank -Global Choice (betweenness) distribution. The global choice is a global dynamic characteristic of a node commonly accepted in space syntax theory [Hillier:1999] . It captures how often a node i may be used in journeys from all spaces to all others spaces in the city, Choice(i) = {#shortest paths through i} {#all shortest paths} .
A space i has a strong choice value when many of the shortest paths, connecting all spaces to all spaces of a system, passes through it. Probably, the most important message of space syntax theory is that the local property (connectivity) of city spaces (streets and squares) and their global configuration variable (centrality) are positively related in a city, and this part-whole relationship called intelligibility [Hillier:1999] is a key determinant of human behaviours in urban environments. An adequate level of intelligibility has been found to encourage peoples way-finding abilities. In the traditional space syntax approach, the strong area definition and good intelligibility are identified by an intelligibility scattergram. In statistics, a scatter plot is a useful summary of a set of two variables, usually drawn before working out a linear correlation coefficient or fitting a regression line. Each node of the dual graph contributes one point to the scatter plot. The resulting pattern indicates the type and strength of the relationship between the two variables, and aids the interpretation of the correlation coefficient. The scatter plot for the downtown of Bielefeld (in the log-log scale) which shows the relationship between connectivity and global choice (centrality) is sketched on Fig. 3 . The pattern of dots (representing the certain open spaces in the downtown of Bielefeld) slopes from lower left to upper right that suggests a positive correlation between the connectivity and centrality variables being studied.
Intelligibility of Complex Networks
The notion of intelligibility is by no means restricted to space syntax theory, but may be extended far beyond urban studies, onto the entire domain of complex networks. Being understood within the wider context, intelligibility constitutes a fundamental concept which we formulate here as the following principle:
Any global characteristic relevant a node in a complex network (e.g. it's centrality, accessibility, etc.) scales with it's local property (degree).
It is important to stress that as observed in many real world networks, the degree distribution itself may not follow a power law. Indeed, a detailed justification of the above principle for all classes of complex networks is beyond the scope and the volume of the present paper. Thus, we limit the discourse to the class of transport networks being motivated primarily by city space syntax. In the forthcoming section, we demonstrate that all global configuration variables related to a node in urban spatial networks do scale with the connectivity of the node.
Euclidean geometry of undirected graphs
A graph naturally arises as an outcome of categorization, when we abstract any real world system by eliminating all but one of its features and by the grouping of things (or places) sharing a common attribute by classes or categories. For instance, the common attribute of all open spaces in a city is that we can move through them. All elements called nodes or vertices that fall into one and the same group V are considered essentially identical, permutations of them within the group are of no consequence. Therefore, the symmetric group S N consisting of all permutations of N elements (N is the cardinality of the set V ), forms the symmetry group of V . If we denote by E ⊆ V × V the set of ordered pairs of elements from V (called edges or links), then we define a graph as a map
Let us note that being defined by (8), a graph has no multiple edges. The sets of graph automorphisms define the permutation group of vertices. The graph G(V, E) has a finite number of nodes which are weighted with respect to some measure m = i ∈ V m i δ i , specified by a set of positive numbers m i > 0. The space ℓ 2 (m) of square-assumable functions with respect to the measure m is a Hilbert space H (a complete inner product space). Among all linear operators defined on ℓ 2 (m), those invariant under the permutations of nodes are of essential interest thus reflecting the symmetry of the graph. Although there are infinitely many such operators, only those which maintain conservation of a quantity may describe a physical process. Operators which share the property of probability conservation are considered in theory of random walks on graphs. Laplace operators describing diffusions on the graph meet the mean value property (or mass conservation); they are studied in spectral graph theory. Both families of operators are tied to each other. Markov's operators on Hilbert space form the natural language of complex networks theory. If an equilibrium state π (a stationary distribution of random walks) exists for a Markov transition operator T defined on Hilbert space ℓ 2 (m) such that π T = π,
we define the new measure m π = i ∈ V π i δ i , with respect to which the Markov operator T is self-adjoint,
where T ⊤ is the adjoint operator. It is easy to check that T = T ⊤ . The orthonormal ordered set of real eigenvectors ψ i , i = 1 . . . N, of the symmetric operator T establishes the basis in Hilbert space ℓ 2 (m π ). In quantitative theory of random walks defined on graphs [Lovasz:1993, Aldous] et al and in spectral graph theory [Chung:1997] , the properties of graphs are studied in relationship to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of self-adjoint operators defined on them. While on undirected graphs, the first eigenvector ψ 1 belonging to the largest eigenvalue µ 1 = 1,
describes the local property of nodes (connectivity, k i ),
and the remaining eigenvectors { ψ s } N s=2 belonging to the eigenvalues 1 > µ 2 ≥ . . . µ N ≥ −1 delineate the global connectedness of the graph. The transition operator T defines a projection of any density σ (such that σ i ≥ 0 and i∈V σ i = 1) on the eigenvector ψ 1 of the stationary distribution (12),
Thus, it is clear that any two densities σ, ρ ∈ H differ with respect to random walks only by their dynamical components, (σ − ρ) T t = (σ ⊤ − ρ ⊤ ) T t for all t > 0. Therefore, we can define a distance between any two densities which they acquire with respect to random walks by σ − ρ
where we have used Diracs bra-ket notations especially convenient in working with inner products and rank-one operators in Hilbert space. If we introduce the new inner product in H(V ) by
for all σ, ρ ∈ H(V ), then (14) can be written as
in which
is the squared norm of σ ∈ H(V ) with respect to random walks. We accomplish the description of the (N − 1)-dimensional Euclidean space structure associated to random walks by mentioning that given two densities σ, ρ ∈ H(V ), the angle between them can be introduced in the standard way,
Random walks embed connected undirected graphs into Euclidean space that can be used in order to compare nodes and to retrace the optimal coarse-graining representations. Namely, given random walks of the nearest neighbor type defined on an undirected graph G, let us consider the density δ i which equals 1 at the node i ∈ V and zero for all other nodes. It takes form υ i = π −1/2 i δ i with respect to the measure m π . Then, the squared norm of υ i is given by
where ψ s,i is the i th -component of the eigenvector ψ s . In quantitative theory of random walks [Lovasz:1993] , the quantity (19) is known as the access time to a target node quantifying the expected number of steps required for a random walker to reach the node i ∈ V starting from an arbitrary node chosen randomly among all other nodes with respect to the stationary distribution π.
The notion of segregation acquires a statistical interpretation with respect to random walks defined on the graph. In urban spatial networks, the access times υ i 2 T vary strongly from one open space to another: the norm of a street that can be easily reached (just in a few random syntactic steps) from any other street in the city is minimal, while it could be very large for a statistically segregated street. It is remarkable that the norm a node acquires with respect to random walks scales with the connectivity of the node (Fig. 4) . The Euclidean distance between any two nodes of the graph G established by random walks,
is called the commute times in quantitative theory of random walks and equals to the expected number of steps required for a random walker starting at i ∈ V to visit j ∈ V and then to return to i again, [Lovasz:1993] .
It is important to mention that the cosine of an angle calculated in accordance to (18) has the structure of Pearson's coefficient of linear correlations that reveals its natural statistical interpretation. In probability theory and statistics, it is well known that the correlation coefficient can be viewed as the cosine of the angle between the two vectors of samples drawn from the two random variables, [Cohen:2003] et al. Correlation properties of flows of random walks passing through different nodes in a graph traditionally have remained beyond the scope of previous studies devoted to complex networks and random walks on graphs. The notion of angle between any two nodes in the graph arises naturally as soon as we become interested in the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two random variables, the flow of random walks moving through them. If the cosine of an angle (18) is 1 (zero angles), there is an increasing linear relationship between the flows of random walks in both nodes. Otherwise, if it is close to -1 (π angle), there is a decreasing linear relationship. The correlation is 0 (π/2 angle) if the variables are linearly independent. It is important to mention that as usual the correlation between nodes does not necessary imply a direct causal relationship (an immediate connection) between them. Indeed, the (N − 1)-dimensional Euclidean space set up by random walks cannot be represented visually, however if we choose a node of the graph as a point of reference, we can draw the 2-dimensional projection of the Euclidean space by arranging other nodes at the distances and under the angles they are with respect to the chosen reference node. The 2-dimensional projection of the Euclidean space of Venetian canals set up by random walks drawn for the the Grand Canal of Venice (the point (0, 0)) is shown in Fig. 5 . Nodes of the dual graph representation of the canal network in Venice are shown by disks with radiuses taken equal to the degrees of the nodes. All distances between the origin and other nodes of the graph have been calculated in accordance to (20) and (18) has been used in order to compute angles between nodes. The labels of the horizontal axes display the expected number of steps required for a random walker in order to reach the node if starting from the Grand Canal of Venice and then return back. The labels of the vertical axes show the degree of nodes (radiuses of the disks). Canals positively correlated with the Grand Canal of Venice are set under negative angles (below the horizontal), and under positive angles (above the horizontal) if otherwise.
It is also evident from Fig. 5 that disks of smaller radiuses (representing nodes of low connectivity) demonstrate a clear tendency to be located far away from the origin being characterized by the excessively long commute times with the reference node, while the large disks which stand in Fig. 5 for the hubs are settled in the closest proximity to the origin that intends an immediate access to them.
The exterior product of vectors is used in Euclidean geometry to study areas, volumes, and their higher-dimensional analogs, [MacLane:1999] et al. The cross product of (N −1) vectors ψ s ∈ R N , N = N k=2 ψ k , is a vector parallel to the vector ψ 1 of the stationary distribution of random walkers (i.e., orthogonal to all vectors ψ s , s = 2, . . . N). The magnitudes of its components (the minors n i ) equal to the contents (hypervolumes) of the parallelotopes in the Euclidean space related to the nodes i ∈ V ,
in which e i is the unit vector of the canonical basis representing the node i ∈ V . The row of unit vectors is made the last row in the determinant (21) in order to ensure that the ordered vectors ψ s have the positive orientation with respect to the canonical basis { e i }. Eigenvectors ψ s are orthonormal, therefore N = 0 and furthermore,
The value of the minor n i which constitutes the part of the (N − 1)-dimensional Euclidean space associated to the node i ∈ V is a global characteristic of the node which can be called the dynamical content of the node with respect to random walks. A transport network is uniquely characterized by the way its nodes share the phase space established by the random walk. The dynamical content of a node established by random walks defined on the compact urban patterns is positively related to its connectivity. In order to demonstrate this relation, we present the scatter plot of the connectivity values vs. the dynamical contents for all five compact urban patterns we have studied in Fig. 6 . The data points representing the classes of nodes characterized by the same values of dynamical content are perfectly fitted by the regression lines with the slope equals 2.0 for all studied compact urban patterns that implies the relation n i = a k
in which a is the constant of the network.
Discussion and Conclusion
It is intuitively clear that a complex network in equilibrium emerges from synergy between the topological structure shaped by a connected graph G with some positive measures (masses) appointed for the vertices and some positive weights assigned to the edges, the dynamics described by the set of operators defined on G, and the properties of the embedding physical space specified by the metric length distances of the edges.
The amazing effectiveness of random walk models in describing complex cooperative phenomena has been often discussed in literature, [Weiss:1994] . In space syntax theory, the concept of random walks (implicitly reckoned by means of integration measures) has been applied to the "probabilistic" analysis of spatial configurations and proved its power by the surprisingly accurate predictions of human behaviour in cities [Penn:2001] . Let us mention that the space syntax approach is based on the purely topological analysis of different urban street layouts being irrelevant to neither the metric lengths of streets nor their maximum flow capacity. Following [Penn:2001] , there is nothing else to evoke but that "the way people understand their environment and decide on movement behaviours is somehow implicitly embedded in space syntax analysis".
In our paper, we relate the properties of random walks defined on the dual graph representation of a transport network to the unique equilibrium configuration of not random commodity flows along edges of its primary graph representation that unveils the role Markov's chain processes and space syntax approach play in the successful traffic modelling.
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